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1. Challenge
1.1. Why analyze app code?
Remote service evolution
Although code vulnerability issues and undocumented features are no longer a novelty, they were
somewhat neglected by cybersecurity officers as apps most often ran within corporate LANs and were
inaccessible to external users. Moreover, cybersecurity teams had to address much more pressing
challenges, such as perimeter security, access management, data leak prevention, endpoint protection
against malware, etc. However, developing remote services have totally changed the game:
Online services and apps can now be used and accessed by any customer;
More business systems accessible by remote employees on a 24/7 basis;
Undefined outer perimeter makes software the only security layer;
The more skilled and experienced cyber criminals are, the greater the risk of app code
vulnerability and undocumented feature exploitation.
Therefore, undocumented features and vulnerabilities in the app code now directly affect IT system
performance, sensitive data confidentiality, and the financial safety of organizations and their
customers. This is true for popular online services or apps that require uninterrupted operation and
allow users to conduct financial transactions in real time, as well as for internal control systems and
other mission-critical in-house systems a malicious insider can interfere with.

Development process acceleration
App vulnerability issue is aggravated by the adoption of faster code development and publication
methods due to widespread competition. Such methods include continuous integration (CI), i.e.
merging developer working copies to a shared trunk several times a day, and continuous delivery (CD),
i.e. software building, testing, and releasing at max speed. Under such conditions, there is simply no
time to thoroughly analyze code vulnerabilities as delivering project parts on time is critical and
undocumented features are often added for fast debugging or quick fixing (e.g. to collect logs or user
data), remaining in the code from then on.

Legacy software
Another problem is the widespread use of legacy information systems. These systems are often
developed by amateurs, outdated, poorly documented, and heavily modified compared to their original
versions. Moreover, original developers may have left the market or organization long ago. Therefore,
vulnerabilities in such systems cannot be eliminated due to the lack of available updates. Moreover,
these systems are often mission-critical and therefore cannot be stopped or promptly replaced with a
better alternative.
Obsolete code with well-studied and well-known vulnerabilities and undocumented features embedded
by developers, intentionally or accidentally, cause huge financial and reputation risks. Attackers can
exploit these weaknesses to penetrate an IT infrastructure, interfere with a legacy system (even causing
its crash) and steal sensitive data such as financial reports. Examining vulnerabilities and undocumented
features in legacy systems is further complicated by source code unavailability when contractors change
and developers leave.
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90% of successful cyber attacks exploit vulnerabilities
Given the above problems, app code analysis has become one of the most important cybersecurity
tools. However, since combatting vulnerabilities and undocumented features is fairly new to
cybersecurity officers, no best practices are available yet. This is mainly due to the fact that cybersecurity
and software development teams speak different languages. Developers are first committed to writing
code on time, minimizing bugs, and meeting business needs, with only a few complying with the Secure
Software Development Life Cycle (Secure SDLC), while most cybersecurity officers cannot articulate what
they want from developers. As a result, app security has become a very serious problem: according to
the US Department of Homeland Security, over 90% of successful cyber attacks have exploited app
vulnerabilities. The most common attacks include:
SQL code injection;
Buffer overflow;
Cross-site scripting;
Security misconfiguration.

1.2. How to reduce code vulnerability exploitation risks
In order to prevent or minimize incidents related to app code vulnerabilities and undocumented
features:
Regularly analyze security of app code developed both in-house and by external contractors
Take measures to address revealed vulnerabilities as fast as possible (e.g. promptly reconfigure
WAF — Web Application Firewall)
Ensure code correction by developers to eliminate vulnerabilities and undocumented features
in the code itself
Ensuring end-to-end security at a medium-size or large company requires Secure SDLC adoption, which
can promptly detect code vulnerabilities and undocumented features before an official app release.

1.3. App code analysis technologies
Gartner’s IT market experts believe that app code analysis for vulnerability and undocumented features
is one of the key technologies when it comes to ensuring app security and Secure SDLC compliance.
Currently, they identify four major code testing methods:
SAST (Static Application Security Testing) is the analysis of a source code without its actual
execution (the "white box" method). This is ideal for code testing integration into the app
development process with the objective of establishing Secure SDLC using CI.
DAST (Dynamic Application Security Testing) is the analysis of executable files on a physical
or virtual processor (the "black box" method). This implies testing already deployed and running
apps and is widely used by teams practicing the waterfall development method and by analysts
who cannot access app source code. Due to source code unavailability and inherent
methodology restrictions, DAST detects far fewer vulnerabilities than SAST.
IAST (Interactive Application Security Testing) is like DAST but slightly more effective as the
agent is within an app to be analyzed. This difference makes it possible to track the execution
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of code called from outside, as well as start app parts internally. For instance, DAST usually
cannot find any critical event written to a log because such a vulnerability does not affect the
interface at all, while IAST can as it monitors data transfer within an app. IAST is like a gray-box
tool that monitors from within the app but without analyzing source code, meaning that some
vulnerabilities and undocumented features may remain below the radar.
mAST (mobile Application Security Testing) is a type of mobile app code analysis that takes
into account mobile platform specifics (primarily Google Android or Apple iOS).
Currently, SAST is the most mature and reliable way to analyze code. Rostelecom-Solar has long been
developing Solar appScreener, a unique proprietary static code analyzer which identifies vulnerabilities
in both source code and executables (binary code).
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2. Brief description
2.1. Purpose
Solar appScreener is a static app code analyzer capable of identifying vulnerabilities and undocumented
features. Its distinctive feature is the ability to analyze not only source code, but also executables (i.e.
binaries) and to return much better results than when using DAST. The analyzer can test apps written in
35 programming languages or that have been compiled into an executable file with one of 9 extensions,
including those for Google Android, Apple iOS, and Apple macOS.
Supported programming languages: ABAP, Apex, ASP.NET, COBOL, С#, C/C++, Objective-C,
Delphi, Go, Groovy, HTML5, Java, Java for Android, JavaScript, JSP, Kotlin, LotusScript, Pascal,
Perl, PHP, PL/SQL, T/SQL, Python, Ruby, Rust, Scala, Solidity, Swift, TypeScript, VBA, VB.NET,
VBScript, Visual Basic 6.0, Vyper, 1C.
Projects can be downloaded in 7Z, EAR/AAR, RAR, TAR.BZ2, TAR.GZ, TAR and CPIO archives.
Supported executable file formats: Java/Scala: JAR/WAR/EAR/AAR;
C/C++: DLL/EXE;
Android: APK;
Apple iOS: IPA;
Apple macOS: APP.
The mobile app code can be tested simply by pasting the app link in Google Play or App Store to the
analyzer, which may be considered as full mAST.
To detect vulnerabilities and undocumented features, Solar appScreener leverages 10+ analysis
methods, including lexical, syntax, semantic, taint, constant propagation, type propagation, synonym
and control flow graph analysis. Users can configure analysis settings, exclude some vulnerabilities, or
start incremental analysis when only changed code segments are checked.
Software Composition Analysis (SCA) technology employed in Solar appScreener reveals the use of
third-party components in codes written in some languages (freeware, ready-to-use codes from the
Internet, modules, and libraries), while also identifying their names, versions, known vulnerabilities, and
licenses.
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Figure 1. Vulnerabilities
Detected vulnerabilities and undocumented features are highlighted directly in the analyzed app code,
even if found in executables (debug_info file not needed here). It is possible to compare test results of
a project while taking account of any changes, which are usually made when writing code, with the
relevant notification being emailed.
Solar appScreener employs Fuzzy Logic Engine, which is based on Rostelecom-Solar’s technological
know-how and uses fuzzy set and fuzzy logic mathematical tools in order to minimize the number of
both false positives and false negatives (vulnerabilities or undocumented features).
Eliminating vulnerabilities and undocumented features requires not only detection, but also the correct
description of rules to exploit or fix them. Solar appScreener provides detailed advice on eliminating
detected vulnerabilities and undocumented features, describes the ways they can be exploited, and
recommends how to configure WAF. The Solar appScreener’s database of vulnerability and
undocumented feature search rules is continuously updated by analyzer developers after R&D activities.
To enable Secure SDLC, Solar appScreener can be easily integrated with the Git and Subversion
repositories, platform for continuous inspection of code quality SonarQube and CI/CD servers, such as
Jenkins and TeamCity, offering quick analysis for both source and binary codes. The solution can also
be integrated with the Atlassian Jira issue tracking system, which monitors the process of eliminating
vulnerabilities and undocumented features. Support for Microsoft Active Directory streamlines control
over access to Solar appScreener in cases where multiple developers are present.
For interoperability with other systems and services, the analyzer offers an open API.

2.2. Application areas:
Solar appScreener is a must if companies need to:
Sell goods and services online, provide online banking, personal account functionality, mobile
e-commerce, and other online services to external users
Check apps for vulnerabilities and undocumented features left by developers, even if source
code is unavailable
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Comply with PCI DSS, OWASP, and HIPAA requirements in terms of software code analysis
Strengthen the authority and influence of cybersecurity function with regard to both in-house
and third-party developers
Properly and promptly set up WAFs

2.3. Interface
Solar appScreener GUI primarily targets cybersecurity officers rather than developers. The solution offers
more intuitive user interaction logic and does not require deep technical knowledge to interpret
analytical reports. For this reason, Solar appScreener features a simple and intuitive interface, with
analysis being fully automated, thus enabling a user to analyze the app code in just two clicks.
Solar appScreener offers easy navigation across projects and analysis reports, more descriptive and
detailed statistical information on projects, new project filters, and a dramatically improved admin page.
Moreover, the old interface is still one click away.
In the new version a glossary has been added to the user guide, which contains specific terms used in
appScreener, as well as general concepts of the information security industry.
Russian/English user interfaces are available, with it being possible to easily change operating language
at any time.
In addition to Solar appScreener GUI, a command line is also available.

Figure 2. Home page
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Figure 3. New Project

Figure 4. List of Projects

2.4. Licensing and supply
Solar appScreener can be either deployed at a customer’s site or provided as a Rostelecom-Solar cloudbased service (SaaS). If the analyzer is deployed on the customer’s servers, licensing is based on the
number of users with system access. In the case of SaaS, payment depends on the number of code
verifications.
For smaller vendors and companies using custom apps, SaaS is the best solution, because they need
app code verification from time to time only. This way, the customer only needs to purchase licenses
for the required number of code verifications, upload the code to the cloud via the web interface and
wait until the analyzer finishes its work. It is also possible to test code via a secure communication
channel using virtual private networks (VPN).
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2.5. Regulatory compliance
Solar appScreener is ideal for companies focused on compliance with security standards, with users
being able to generate a report in line with vulnerability classification adopted in PCI DSS, OWASP Top
2017, OWASP Mobile Top 10 2016, HIPAA or CWE/SANS Top 25, thus dramatically facilitating regulatory
compliance.

2.6. IMDA pre-approved solution
The Singapore Infocomm and Media regulator IMDA has pre-approved Solar appScreener for a
Productivity Solution Grant (PSG) local ICT SMEs can get for using this tool for application security
assurance.
IMDA’s GoSecure programme is designed to support ICT SMEs to build up their cybersecurity
capabilities and support the adoption of cybersecurity tools and services internally so that they can
leverage these tools and services, as well as put in place safeguards and Security-by-design practices to
improve the security posture of their products and solutions.
For more details follow the link: https://www.imda.gov.sg/programme-listing/gosecure

2.7. Customers
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3. Features
Solar appScreener can detect vulnerabilities and undocumented features in both app source code and
binary executables and then provide detailed recommendations for developers and cybersecurity
officers. It can be integrated with various IDEs, CI/CD servers and issue tracking systems.
Source code analysis
Solar appScreener can analyze source codes written in 35 programming languages, including
relatively common Java, Scala, PHP, C#, Swift, Ruby, etc., special-purpose ABAP, Solidity, PL/SQL,
etc., and even obsolete Delphi, COBOL and Visual Basic 6.0.
Executable file analysis
Binary code decompilation and deobfuscation technologies enable Solar appScreener to analyze
executables, including those for Google Android, Apple iOS, and Apple macOS. To check a
mobile app, a user just needs to copy a relevant Google Play or App Store link to the analyzer
in order to see analysis findings based on the reconstructed source code.
Vulnerability detection
Vulnerabilities are detected using search rules once the Fuzzy Logic Engine completes analyzing
and stops running. SCA technology can help reveal vulnerabilities in not only a company’s inhouse code, but also freeware and third-party library components.
Undocumented feature detection
Solar appScreener has algorithms for the automatic search for undocumented features. These
algorithms are based on our own permanently updated knowledge base. Undocumented
features are detected by their basic structures, such as hard-coded accounts, hidden network
activity, time bombs, etc. The presence of such basic structures may point to a more complex
backdoor in the app.
Checking legacy and custom software
The binary code deobfuscation and decompilation functionality of Solar appScreener enable the
detection of vulnerabilities and undocumented features in legacy and custom apps, including
those interacting with third-party components used to reduce development time (such as
freeware, pre-written codes from Internet, modules, and libraries).
Comparing check results
Solar appScreener can compare the results of completed checks and generate various diagrams
to vividly show how vulnerabilities or undocumented features are emerging and eliminated,
including breakdown by project group. In addition, the system takes into account typical code
writing changes, while also monitoring vulnerabilities or undocumented features under the same
project, thus making it possible to control their elimination.
Report export
Along with user-friendly dashboards, Solar appScreener offers a flexible PDF report generation
system. Reports are generated automatically with content being configured by the user. Reports
can be exported as per vulnerability classification adopted in PCI DSS, OWASP Top 2017, OWASP
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Mobile Top 10 2016, HIPAA or CWE/SANS Top 25, while flexible configuration of multiple report
fields using JSON is also supported.
Developer access control
To improve information security, developers’ access to Solar appScreener can be segregated.
Also, support for Microsoft Active Directory streamlines access management in the case of
multiple developers.
Preparing recommendations
for software developers
Developers are keen to deliver projects promptly and with minimum corrections. Solar
appScreener reports contain detailed descriptions of vulnerabilities and undocumented
features, links to vulnerable parts in the app code, and recommendations on correcting the
code to eliminate the vulnerability.
for cybersecurity officers
Cybersecurity officers need the most detailed information on detected vulnerabilities and
undocumented features. Solar appScreener provides reports with detailed descriptions of
detected vulnerabilities, undocumented features, and their methods of exploitation, as well
as recommendations on configuring Imperva, ModSecurity or F5 WAFs.
Issue tracking systems
Since the basic version of Solar appScreener includes integration with Atlassian Jira, vulnerability
elimination tasks in Jira can be started and task progress can be tracked directly from Solar
appScreener interface. In addition, any other issue tracking system can also be supported.
Integration into development process
Solar appScreener supports
repositories: Git and Subversion;
VCS hostings: GitLab, GitHub, Bitbucket;
IDEs: Eclipse, IntelliJ IDEA and Microsoft Visual Studio;
Build tools: Xcode, CMake, Microsoft Visual Studio, GNU Make, GNU Autotools, Gradle, sbt,
Maven;
platform for continuous inspection of code quality SonarQube
servers: Jenkins, Azure DevOps Server 2019 (previously — TFS) and TeamCity CI/CD.
Thus allowing the user to establish quality control, automate new software build verification,
reduce time spent, and implement Secure SDLC. An open API provides powerful capabilities for
additional integration. To improve cybersecurity, developers are granted different access rights.
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4. How it works
Solar appScreener consists of two main parts: an analysis system that processes source and binary
codes, and a reporting system that provides recommendations on how to address vulnerabilities and
undocumented features and configure WAF. Also, CI/CD and issue tracking system (e.g. Atlassian Jira)
integration capabilities help to fix detected vulnerabilities and undocumented features promptly and
establish Secure SDLC (see Figure 5).

Figure 5. Conceptual diagram of Solar appScreener operation

4.1. Code analysis system
Static application security testing in Solar appScreener leverages 10+ SAST techniques, executables
deobfuscation and decompilation technologies, as well as proprietary Fuzzy Logic Engine to reduce the
number of both false positives and false negatives. Solar appScreener automatically identifies an app’s
programming language, even in the case of polyglot programming.
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SAST technologies
Solar appScreener includes the following SAST algorithms: lexical, syntax, semantic, taint, constant
propagation, type propagation, synonym and control flow graph analysis.
Static analyzer works in three main stages:
1. Building an intermediate representation (the same as internal representation or code model)
2. Using SAST algorithms that enrich a code model with new information
3. Applying vulnerability search rules to an enriched code model
Different code models can be used:
Program source text;
Token flow;
Abstract Syntax Tree (AST);
Three-address code;
Control flow graph;
Standard or proprietary byte code;
etc.
Lexical, syntax, and semantic analysis techniques are used to create an internal representation, most
often, Abstract Syntax Tree (AST).
Lexical analysis breaks up a program text into tokens, i.e. smallest meaningful elements, and generates
a token flow.
Syntax analysis checks if this token flow is valid in terms of programming language syntax.
Semantic analysis checks the fulfillment of more complex conditions, such as data type matching in
assignment statements.
A resulting AST can be used as an internal representation or a source for building other models through
translation into a three-address code to then build a control flow graph.
Control flow graph is the main model for SAST algorithms. While source code itself can be used as an
internal representation, this will prevent a user from attaining the required quality of analysis. A binary
analysis (static analysis of a binary or executable code) also includes modeling, with reverse engineering
techniques being used in this case, such as decompilation, deobfuscation, and reverse translation. This
results in the same models as those obtained from a source code. Sometimes, binary code itself can be
used as intermediate representation.
Data flow analysis is a basic SAST algorithm that is used to identify, at each program point, information
that may be stored in variables such as a variable type, constant value, and other variables pointing at
this data.
The task of data flow analysis depends on what information needs to be identified.
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Example:
What we need to identify?
1.

Whether an expression is a constant

2.

Constant value

Data flow analysis task
Constant propagation

Variable type

Type propagation

Which variables point at a specific memory area (store the same data)

Synonym analysis

How to tackle data flow analysis tasks
All these tasks are also used in compiler building theory describing solutions for intra-procedural data
flow analysis tasks, when data are to be traced within a single procedure, function, or method. There
are algorithms that can solve such tasks in polynomial time, provided that certain conditions are met.
The solutions are based on algebraic lattice theory and other mathematical theory elements.
In practice, however, theorem conditions are not met, with this situation being further aggravated by
the need to fulfill inter-procedural data flow analysis since a vulnerability rarely dwells within a single
function. As inter-procedural data flow analysis requires exponential time, an analyzer has to make
certain optimizations and assumptions.
Due to the complexity of data flow analysis tasks, any good static analyzer features:
Slow analysis
Large resource consumption
False positives
However, inter-procedural data flow analysis is mandatory for the most critical vulnerabilities to be
revealed.
Taint analysis is used to track labels assigned to data at certain program points. Taint analysis is critical
for information security and is the method used to detect vulnerabilities related to data leaks (writing
passwords to event logs, insecure data transmission) and data injections:
SQL injections
Cross-site scripting
Open redirects
File path forging
etc.
The above algorithms augment intermediate representation with information required for vulnerability
searches. Vulnerability search rules are stated in terms of code model and describe which indicators in
a resulting intermediate representation may evidence vulnerability.
Example: We need to detect an SQL injection vulnerability when unchecked user data is injected in
database operation methods. To do this:
1. Identify that data is received from a user and add taint label to such data
2. Use taint analysis to propagate the label throughout the analyzed program, taking into account
the fact that data may be validated and the label may disappear at one of the execution paths
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3. Apply vulnerability search rule stating that a vulnerability is caused by calling a certain method
with a taint-labeled parameter.
The above example shows that, in addition to algorithm depth, a static analyzer also highly depends on
configuration and a database of rules describing which code structures generate, validate or highly
depend upon user data.
Currently, Solar appScreener can run SAST for source codes written ABAP, Apex, ASP.NET, COBOL, С#,
C/C++, Objective-C, Delphi, Go, Groovy, HTML5, Java, Java for Android, JavaScript, JSP, Kotlin, Pascal,
Perl, PHP, PL/SQL, T/SQL, Python, Ruby, Rust, Scala, Solidity, Swift, TypeScript, VBA, VB.NET, VBScript,
Visual Basic 6.0, Vyper, 1C.

Deobfuscation and decompilation technologies
Executable file SAST leverages a patented reverse engineering (decompilation) technology that restores
the source code of executables very accurately, even if was obfuscated. As a result, an internal
representation is built and then analyzed like a source code. During a low-level analysis, source code is
reconstructed, with detected vulnerabilities and undocumented features then being translated to this
code to be made visible to a Solar appScreener user.
Solar appScreener easily detects app language and "understands" multi-language apps. For analysis,
download a file to Solar appScreener, click the Scan button and wait until the analyzer finishes its work.
For apps in Google Android and Apple iOS, just specify an app store link to run the app analysis.
Thanks to executable file analysis, SAST can be used even when the app is no longer under development
and its source code cannot be provided for testing. Moreover, the analyzer can test third-party
components in the code that were used during the app creation (e.g. free libraries).
SAST is available for executable files with following formats:
Java/Scala: JAR/WAR/EAR/AAR;
C/C++: DLL/EXE;
Android: APK;
Apple iOS: IPA;
Apple macOS: APP.
Executable file SAST implemented in Solar appScreener offsets DAST’s major drawback, which is
incomplete vulnerability coverage.
Please note that third-party code decompilation requires the consent of the code copyright holder. In the
absence of such consent, a decompilation module must be disabled. In this case, only executable file
vulnerabilities are listed without being translated to a source code.

Fuzzy Logic Engine
To minimize both false positives and false negatives (missed vulnerabilities and undocumented
features), Solar appScreener features a Fuzzy Logic Engine, a unique technology that uses fuzzy logic
based on Rostelecom-Solar know-how. Filter parameters are defined by a knowledge base that is
continuously updated once projects are complete.
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Mathematically, fuzzy set theory and fuzzy logic are extensions of classical set theory and formal logic.
The new theory is mostly driven by fuzzy and approximate reasoning used by humans when describing
processes, systems or objects.
Key performance indicators tracked by a code analyzer include the number of both false positives and
false negatives. Therefore, Fuzzy Logic Engine development and improvement is a top priority when it
comes to Solar appScreener evolution.
The latest release of Solar appScreener allows security officers to use Fuzzy Logic Engine filters to reduce
the number of false positives and false negatives when detecting vulnerabilities and undocumented
features

Figure 6. Fuzzy Logic Engine

4.2. Reporting system
Solar appScreener’s reporting system allows users to:
Highlight detected vulnerabilities and undocumented features even when analyzing an
executable file
Compare test results within one project or different groups of projects to track the progress of
vulnerability elimination or occurrence. In this case, changes specific to code writing process are
taken into account
Get recommendations for both cybersecurity and development teams:
Development-specific and detailed reporting of vulnerabilities and undocumented features,
with a focus on vulnerable code fragments, and recommendations on how to modify code
to eliminate such vulnerabilities (Figure 7)
Cybersecurity-specific reporting includes detailed recommendations on how to eliminate
revealed vulnerabilities and undocumented features (including description of exploitation
methods). Moreover, this format offers detailed WAF configuration recommendations to
block any possibility of exploiting app vulnerabilities during code corrections (see Figure 10).
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Export reports in PDF format, including reports generated in line with the vulnerability
classification adopted in PCI DSS, OWASP Top 2017, OWASP Mobile Top 10 2016, HIPAA or
CWE/SANS Top 25
Receive verification status updates via email.

Figure 7. Description of detected vulnerabilities

Figure 8. Overall app verification statistics
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Figure 9. Scans comparison

Figure 10. WAF configuration recommendations

4.3. Integration capabilities
Solar appScreener offers powerful capabilities for integration with repositories, issue tracking systems,
integrated development environments, build automation tools, and CI/CD services.
Integration with Git and Subversion development repositories
Code to be analyzed is downloaded directly from a repository, so there is no need to import
source code files each time.
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Integration with GitLab, GitHub, Bitbucket VCS hostings
Automatic scanning can be configured using webhook mechanism to get real-time information.
Push and tag events are also supported.
Integration with issue tracking systems
Solar appScreener basic version offers integration with Atlassian Jira. However, if necessary, any
other issue tracking system can be supported. Such integration allows security officers to initiate
vulnerability and undocumented feature treatment jobs and track progress directly in the system
(e.g. assign code modification to a development team or a WAF rule setup to system
administrators).
Integration with CI/CD and SDLC processes:
interoperability with Eclipse, IntelliJ IDEA and Microsoft Visual Studio IDEs;
interoperability with Xcode, CMake, Microsoft Visual Studio, GNU Make, GNU Autotools,
Gradle, sbt, Maven build tools;
interoperability with platform for continuous inspection of code quality SonarQube;
interoperability with Jenkins, Azure DevOps Server 2019 and TeamCity CI/CD servers.
Open API
Solar appScreener has built-in API, which uses a JSON API and command line interface, and
provides even more powerful integration and automation capabilities.
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5. Benefits
SAST of binary code
Unique fuzzy logic methods used during decompilation, deobfuscation and analysis make it
possible to test apps even in the absence of source code (e.g. legacy or custom apps, including
Google Android and Apple iOS apps).
35 programming languages supported
Support of many languages allows for virtually all apps to be analyzed, including those written
in ABAP (for SAP), COBOL or Solidity (language for Ethereum-based smart contracts). App
language is detected automatically. Multi-language apps can also be analyzed.
10+ code analysis methods
To analyze apps, Solar appScreener can combine 10+ methods, including execution flow analysis
and taint analysis, thus maximizing the detection of code vulnerabilities and undocumented
features.
Detailed recommendations
App code analysis results are provided as specific recommendations on how to address
vulnerabilities and undocumented features, and configure WAF to block vulnerabilities and
undocumented features for the time of code correction.
Expert-defined search rules
Vulnerability and undocumented feature search rules for Solar appScreener are developed with
the participation of Rostelecom-Solar experts and are thus well-thought-out and up-to-date.
Vulnerability and undocumented feature bases can be updated both manually and
automatically.
Quick start
Code scanning can be launched with a few clicks, without long presetting. To analyze Android
and iOS apps, simply specify a Google Play or App Store link.
Advanced GUI
The Solar appScreener interface meets the latest usability and user experience requirements,
analyzes vulnerabilities and undocumented features quickly, displays results clearly and does
not require any programming skills.
No development skills needed
Designed for security officers rather than developers, Solar appScreener features a user-friendly
and intuitive interface and highly automated analysis. Therefore, the analyzer can be used by
security officers without software development skills.
Wide coverage and fast operation
App SAST is fast and covers almost all possible vulnerabilities and undocumented features.
Instead of requiring hours or even days like before, a common app can now be analyzed in just
half an hour.
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Few false positives
To minimize false positives and false negatives (with regard to both vulnerabilities and
undocumented features), Solar appScreener uses Fuzzy Logic Engine, which leverages
Rostelecom-Solar technological know-how.
Easy integration with SDLC
Integration with:
repositories: Git and Subversion;
VCS hostings: GitLab, GitHub, Bitbucket;
IDEs: Eclipse, IntelliJ IDEA and Microsoft Visual Studio;
Build tools: Xcode, CMake, Microsoft Visual Studio, GNU Make, GNU Autotools, Gradle, sbt,
Maven;
platform for continuous inspection of code quality SonarQube
servers: Jenkins, Azure DevOps Server 2019 (previously — TFS) and TeamCity CI/CD.
It allows Solar appScreener to be easily embedded in a development process to ensure Secure
SDLC.
On-premise and SaaS
Solar appScreener can be either deployed at a customer’s site or provided as a cloud-based
service, thus enabling the security team to select the optimal solution.
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6. Use cases
6.1. Prompt vulnerability blocking
When accepting a new remote banking system from developers, a bank’s security officers analyzed the
code and revealed critical vulnerabilities that would allow a violator to obtain admin rights. However,
estimated vulnerability removal time was 3.5 months, while the deployment schedule was extremely
tight and any delay would have drastically affected business performance. Eventually, it was decided to
deploy the system anyway and mitigate exploitation risk via the WAF. The bank obtained detailed WAF
setup recommendations from Solar appScreener, while the developers simultaneously eliminated code
vulnerabilities.

6.2. Legacy system check
For over 10 years, one of our clients had been operating a legacy trading system. Solar appScreener
analyzed the system’s executables and revealed that data had been secretly leaked to an external server,
which was then blocked by a firewall.

6.3. Control over developers
With Solar appScreener, a company’s cybersecurity team analyzed a mobile app available on Google
Play and revealed vulnerabilities absent from the source code provided by developers for analysis. The
investigation showed that developers had intentionally provided an abridged version of the source code
for analysis to avoid any unnecessary (from their point of view) code correction requests from
cybersecurity officers and to also prevent losing bonus payments due to release delays. Moreover, the
developers obfuscated the compiled code and were therefore sure that security officers would not
discover anything since they would be unable to reconstruct the code.

6.4. Detecting vulnerabilities in third-party software components
During the first phase of a Solar appScreener deployment project, a financial organization decided to
check the source code of its business application. The file had 30,000 lines of code and the number of
detected vulnerabilities was small. During the second phase, Solar appScreener was used to verify the
application compiled into executable files. Binary analysis showed the actual number of source code
lines (more than 500,000) and flagged a huge number of vulnerabilities (several hundred). It was
discovered that most of the app code was composed of third-party components (freeware, codes from
Internet, modules, and libraries) to reduce development time.
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7. System requirements
For main server
The system requirements for the C/C++, Objective-C, and Swift source and binary code analysis
modules are specified separately. The C/C++ and Objective-C source code is analyzed on the
operating system on which the code can be successfully assembled.
Operating System:
Windows 10 64-bit: Pro, Enterprise (Build 16299 or later);
Windows 10 64-bit Home (version 1903 or higher);
Windows Server 2019;
CentOS 7/8;
Ubuntu 18.04/20.04
RAM: 32 GB;
Processor: 6 cores, 2.2 GHz;
Storage device: 500 GB SSD/SAS (as the number of scans increases, the required volume
increases);
Administrator rights.

For C/C++ binary code analysis modules on Linux/GNU OS
Operating system:
CentOS 7/8;
Ubuntu 18.04/20.04
RAM: 16 GB;
Processor: 4 cores, 2.2 GHz;
Storage device: 100 GB of free space;
Availability and availability of packages from the base repositories for the operating system;
Root user privileges;
Available TCP ports: 80, 8080, 8005, 8009, g06;
No third-party databases or Java machines installed.
Administrator rights.

For Objective-C source code analysis module
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Operating System:
Apple macOS Mojave.
RAM: 16 GB;
Processor: 4 cores, 2.2 GHz;
Storage device: 100 GB of free space;
No installed Java machines and $JAVA_HOME environment variables;
Network connection to the main installation server;
Xcode, clang, cmake, cocoapods installed;
Access to the Internet, as well as the presence of installed qt and / or svn, if you need to download
libraries from external sources;
A prepared environment in which the analyzed project is successfully assembled;
Administrator rights.

For C/C++ binary code analysis module on Windows OS
Operating System:
Windows 10 64-bit: Pro, Enterprise (Build 16299 or later);
Windows 10 64-bit Home (version 1903 or higher);
Windows Server 2019.
RAM: 16 GB;
Processor: 4 cores, 2.2 GHz;
Storage device: 100 GB of free space;
Installed Visual Studio or Microsoft Build Tools of the same version on which the project is being
built;
No installed Java machines and $JAVA_HOME environment variables;
The environment in which the project is successfully assembled for analysis;
Administrator rights.

For Objective C and Swift binary code analysis modules of unencrypted iOS mobile
applications in IPA formats
Operating system:
Ubuntu 18.04.
RAM: 8 GB;
Processor: 2 cores, 2.2 GHz;
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Storage device: 50 GB of free space;
Availability and availability of packages from the base repositories for the operating system.

General requirements
Root user permissions;
All system components (analysis modules and main server) must be connected via a network.
RAM and CPU resources limit the number of codelines that can be analyzed simultaneously.
Storage resources limit the amount of information that the system stores as a result of its
operation. It is possible to distribute web applications and analysis modules to different devices;
System operation requires the following software tools (some of which are included in an
installation pack):
Web browser (Chrome, Firefox, Safari, Edge);
Java jdk 8 (u91 or higher) with special encryption policies;
.NET Framework 4.0 and higher for Windows;
MariaDB/MySQL Server version 5.5 or higher;
Apache Tomcat 9;
nginx 1.x;
Required build systems for analyzing source codes.
For more details please check installation instruction.
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8. About Rostelecom-Solar
8.1. Competences
Rostelecom-Solar is part of Rostelecom Group and a nationwide provider of services and technologies
for information asset protection, targeted monitoring, and cybersecurity management.
Rostelecom-Solar believes that true information security can only be achieved through continuous
monitoring and easy management of cybersecurity systems, and adheres to this principle when
designing its products and services.
Rostelecom-Solar makes technologies accessible and easy to use by:
Combining advanced functionality with intuitive and user-friendly interfaces
Delivering technologies for cybersecurity experts and executives as an app or a service
Rostelecom-Solar products and services protect 70% of the top 100 Russian businesses.

8.2. Services and products
Solar JSOC
Solar JSOC is Russia’s first commercially available security operations center designed to monitor and
respond to information security incidents and provide protection against cyber threats on a MDR
(Managed Detection and Response) basis.
Solar JSOC services can:
Promptly reveal both external intrusion attempts and internal violations (in systems ranging from
network and infrastructure to business apps);
Effectively withstand attacks and eliminate incident causes;
Create a true picture of the level of maturity of corporate security;
Take preventive measures rather than merely respond to detected attacks;
Support management decisions regarding long-term cybersecurity development planning.

Solar Dozor
Solar Dozor is a data leak prevention (DLP) system designed to control employee communications,
reveal early signs of corporate fraud, and conduct investigations.
Solar Dozor solves two key types of tasks.
As a full-fledged DLP system, Solar Dozor monitors, filters, and analyzes each message for
confidential information;
Solar Dozor reveals signs of corporate fraud by accumulating employee communications,
profiling user actions, and monitoring indirect signs of employee illegal actions and behavior
abnormalities in real time.
These features enable retrospective analysis and investigations leveraging accumulated data and
employee communications across all channels.
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Solar Dozor checks emails, instant messages, files and other data for compliance with corporate security
policies and is a big help when it comes to information and economic security investigations in
corporate information environments.
The solution can operate in either passive (message interception and analysis, incident identification) or
active (interception, analysis, and blocking) mode.

Solar inRights
Solar inRights is an IGA (Identity Governance and Administration) platform designed specifically for
cybersecurity teams of large organizations to enforce processes and procedures addressing employee
access rights for information resources.
Solar inRights offers automatic access control and lifecycle management of user accounts, roles,
information systems and other managed entities.
Solar inRights reduces risks associated with providing wrong or excessive access to employees, and
improves access management transparency.
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9. Contact details
Phones:
+7 (499) 755-07-70 — Sales and general information
+7 (499) 755-02-20 — Technical support

E-mail:
presale@rt-solar.ru
info@rt-solar.ru
support@rt-solar.ru

Address:
7 bld. 1, Nikitsky Lane, Moscow, 125009
Vyatka Business Center, entrance 1, 35/4 Vyatskaya St., Moscow, 127015, Russia
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